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We applied first-principles calculations to study the relationship between the grain boundary energy (GBE) and grain boundary excess free
volume (BFV) at the tilt grain boundaries in aluminum. GBE increased linearly as the grain BFV increased and the value of the proportionality
constant between them, ¡, was 13.8GPa for aluminum. The grain boundary elastic energies calculated on the basis of first principles using a
dummy boundary as well as the classical elasticity theory were close to the grain boundary energies. We examined the free volume in
nanocrystalline and ultrafine-grained materials and proposed a method for estimating GBE using the density of nanocrystalline and ultrafine-
grained materials with the proportionality constant ¡. The GBE of nanocrystalline aluminum fabricated by ball milling and subsequent
consolidation was estimated to be comparable to or lesser than that in coarse-grained aluminum. [doi:10.2320/matertrans.L-M2013816]
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1. Introduction
The yield strength of polycrystalline materials is increased
by grain refinement, a well-known effect called the Hall­
Petch relation. Ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials with grain
sizes below 1µm and nanocrystalline materials with grain
sizes below 100 nm have been successfully synthesized by
several techniques on the laboratory scale. The severe plastic
deformation (SPD) method,1­3) electron-beam deposition,4,5)
electrodeposition,6­8) and crystallization from amorphous
solids9,10) have been developed as preparation techniques
for UFG and nanocrystalline materials, and high yield
strengths have been reported for many of these materials.
Such UFG and nanocrystalline materials reported have many
distinctive characteristics such as superplasticity11­13) and
high corrosion resistance.14) Unique phenomena such as
annealing hardening and work softening have been observed
in the case of UFG aluminum produced by using the SPD
method.15) Deformation twins, which are not known to be
present in coarse-grained aluminum, have been observed
in the case of nanocrystalline aluminum.16) Hence, UFG
and nanocrystalline materials are attracting much academic
interest. Their peculiar characteristics are considered to result
from the relatively large volume of the grain boundary in
a nanocrystalline material instead of a lack of mobile
dislocations.17) For instance, assuming that the thickness
of the grain boundary is 1 nm, the proportion of the grain
boundary in the nanocrystalline material with a grain size of
10 nm is then 30%.18) Therefore, it is only natural to assume
that the peculiar characteristics for UFG and nanocrystalline
materials are caused by grain boundaries, which take up
significant proportions in the materials.
There are low-energy grain boundaries such as low-angle
grain boundary or twin boundary, and also are high-energy
grain boundaries such as non-equilibrium grain boundary,
which includes extrinsic dislocations. It is still unclear what
types of grain boundaries exist in UFG and nanocrystalline
materials. A nanocrystalline material prepared using electro-
deposition, for instance, has a relatively high probability of
a twin boundary19,20) or low-angle grain boundary,21) which
has low grain-boundary energy (GBE). On the other hand,
a UFG material prepared using the SPD method contains
non-equilibrium grain boundaries with a high level of grain
boundary energy, which are considered to be the contributing
factor of peculiar characteristics such as grain boundary
sliding.22­24) Therefore, it is still not clear which factors
trigger the peculiar characteristics of nanocrystalline and
UFG materials; the “quantity” of the grain boundary that
depends on the average grain size, the “quality” of the grain
boundary that can be expressed in terms of GBE, or both
of them.
Though a direct measurement of the GBE of nanocrystal-
line materials is difficult, Shen et al. calculated the grain
boundary excess free volume (BFV) of nanocrystalline nickel
on the basis of accurate density measurement results.25) BFV
is the amount of excessive free volume per unit grain
boundary area caused by the implementation of a grain
boundary; it is a physical quantity that can be strictly defined
in a manner similar to that of GBE. A proportionality
relationship is known to exist between GBE and the BFV
according to the detailed studies of molecular dynamics
simulations by Wolf, and has been confirmed over a wide
range from the twin boundary with lower GBE to as far as
the general grain boundary with higher GBE, irrespective
of whether it is a tilt grain boundary or a twist grain
boundary.26­30) Therefore, the average GBE can be calculated
on the basis of the proportionality relationship if the average
BFV of a nanocrystalline material can be determined from
the result of a density measurement. However, because the
constant of proportionality calculated by Wolf is a result of a
molecular dynamics calculation, there is no guarantee of the
accuracy of the value found from a quantitative calculation
of GBE.
On the other hand, the first-principles calculations yield
self-consistent electron states and can be applied to any
material. Many researchers have performed the calculations
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to study GBEs in aluminum.31­36) Based on the first-
principles calculations, we have recently verified that a
proportionality relationship can be established between GBE
and BFV for the [110] tilt grain boundaries in aluminum;
we have also noted that the grain boundary elastic energy
calculated approximately from the classical elasticity theory
was close to GBE.36) However, our previous first-principles
calculations dealt only with the tilt grain boundaries with a
tilt axis of [110]; therefore, first-principles calculations of
grain boundaries with varying tilt axes would be necessary
to calculate accurately the proportionality constant between
GBE and BFV.
In this work, GBE and BFV for the ­5(210)[001] tilt grain
boundary, for which [001] is the tilt axis, were first calculated
from first principles, followed by the determination of the
proportionality constant. Furthermore, the first-principles
calculations for a dummy boundary were conducted by
constraining the atomic position in order to evaluate the
contribution of the grain boundary elastic energy to GBE.
The objective of this research is to examine clearly the GBE
of nanocrystalline aluminum on the basis of the proportion-
ality constant obtained from first-principles calculations
and previously reported experimental results of the density
measurements.
2. Calculation Procedure
The first-principles calculations in this study were
performed using the Cambridge Serial Total-Energy Package
(CASTEP).37) The CASTEP is an ab initio pseudopotential
method code for solving the electronic ground state of
periodic systems with the wave functions expanded in a
plane-wave basis set using a technique based on the density
functional theory (DFT).38,39) The electronic exchange­
correlation energy was given by the GGA proposed by
Perdew et al. (PW91) in the DFT.40) The ultra-soft
pseudopotential implemented in the CASTEP was used for
aluminum.41) A cut-off energy of 280 eV for the plane-wave
basis was used in all calculations. The energy integration
over the Brillouin zone is carried out using the Monkhorst-
Pack k-point grids.42) The k-point meshes of the Brillouin
zone sampling were 8 © 2 © 17 for a supercell model of
­5(210)[001] boundary with 60 atoms and 18 © 2 © 18 for
that of dummy boundary with 12 atoms. The irreducible part
of the Brillouin zone on k-point meshes was taken into
account. We confirmed that our calculations had converged
with respect to the cut-off energy and k-point sampling. To
confirm convergence of our calculations with respect to the
supercell size, we performed additional calculations using
supercell models of different size; a supercell model of
­5(210)[001] boundary with 40 atoms and that of dummy
boundary with 14 atoms. The formation of a grain boundary
leads to an increase of lattice strain and supercell volume.
Hence, relaxation of both atomic configurations (atomic
relaxation) and lattice constants (volume relaxation) were
taken into account. The stable atomic configurations are
obtained through relaxation according to the Hellmann­
Feynman forces calculated from first principles. The lattice
constants at zero pressure are also optimized with the stress
calculated from first principles. The convergence parameters
were as follows: the total energy tolerance was 1.6 © 10¹24
J/atom, the maximum force tolerance was 4.8 © 10¹12 N, the
maximal stress component was 0.05GPa and the maximal
displacement was 1 © 10¹4 nm.
The calculated ­5(210)[001] tilt grain boundary was
constructed using the coincidence site lattice model. The
­5(210)[001] boundary was formed by rotating the grain by
53.13° along the [001] axis. The structure of the­5(210)[001]
boundary was modeled in an orthorhombic supercell con-
taining 60 aluminum atoms, as shown in Fig. 1(a), where
two symmetric grain boundaries were introduced in the y
direction to create the three-dimensional periodicity.
GBE is determined by calculating the difference in energy
between the supercell containing the grain boundary and
another supercell of a single crystal and dividing the
difference by the area of the grain boundary. The area of
the grain boundary per supercell is equal to the cross-
sectional area on the z-x plane in the supercell. Therefore,
GBE, £, is expressed as
£ ¼ Eg  Es
2S
; ð1Þ
where Eg is the total energy of the supercell containing the
grain boundary, Es is the total energy of the single crystal
supercell containing an equal number of atoms and S is the
cross-sectional area on the z-x plane in the supercell. We
introduced a factor of 1/2 in eq. (1) because the supercell
contains two grain boundary planes.
Fig. 1 Schematics of supercells modeling of the (a) ­5(210)[001] tilt grain
boundary and (b) dummy boundary. The white and black circles represent
(a) aluminum atoms in the (001) and (002) planes at the ­5(210)[001] tilt
grain boundary and (b) aluminum atoms in the (110) and (220) planes at
the dummy boundary. The gray circles indicate aluminum atoms that are
fixed at the position displaced by a distance ac. The solid lines indicate the
boundaries of the supercells.
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Similar to GBE, BFV, ¤, is given by
¤ ¼ Vg  Vs
2S
; ð2Þ
where Vg is the total volume of the supercell containing the
grain boundary and Vs is the total volume of the single crystal
supercell containing an equal number of atoms. After both
atomic relaxation and volume relaxation, Eg and Vg were
obtained from the first-principles calculation.
The component of GBE owing to elastic strain is defined
as the grain boundary elastic energy.36) To examine this
elastic energy, we performed first-principles calculations of
the dummy boundary with the atomic position constrained by
emulating the grain boundary. Figure 1(b) shows a supercell
of the dummy boundary, which is tetragonal that contains
12 aluminum atoms. At the dummy boundary, an artificial
displacement ac was applied to three atoms, indicated in gray
in Fig. 1(b), in the [001] direction. The distances between
the layers of the three atoms were fixed to ac during the
structural relaxation. Some component of the forces remained
in the atoms even after structural relaxation, although the
component of stresses became zero after structural relaxation.
The displacement of the constrained atom was increased in
the increments of 0.02a0, where a0 is the lattice constant of
aluminum and calculations were performed up to a maximum
of 0.30a0 (ac = 1.30a0). The increase in energy owing to the
implementation of the dummy boundary was equivalent to
the grain boundary elastic energy, £s, which was calculated





where E(ac) is the total energy obtained after structural
relaxation of the supercell in which the distance was
constrained at ac, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Thus, E(a0) is the
total energy of the unstrained crystal with distance ac = a0.
BFV in the dummy boundary was calculated using the
volume obtained after structural relaxation, in a manner
similar to that of the grain boundary elastic energy.
3. Results
The values of the GBE and BFVof the ­5(210)[001] grain
boundary examined using the first-principles calculations
were 503mJ/m2 and 0.0401 nm, respectively. GBE and BFV
were calculated not only by using the supercell containing
60 atoms of the ­5(210)[001] grain boundary, but also the
smaller supercell containing 40 atoms. The values of GBE
and BFV calculated using the 40-atom supercell were
511mJ/m2 and 0.0408 nm, respectively. Therefore, the
provided supercell size was sufficiently large for calculations
of the ­5(210)[001] grain boundary. Our first-principles
GBE result was in good agreement with the value of 502
mJ/m2 reported by Lu and Kioussis for the ­5(210)[001]
grain boundary’s GBE.33)
Figure 2 shows the proportional relationship between the
GBE obtained from the first-principles calculations and BFV.
It includes the GBE and BFV of not only the ­5(210)[001]
grain boundary but also the ­3(111)[110], ­11(113)[110],
­3(112)[110], ­9(114)[110], ­27(115)[110] and ­19(116)-
[110] grain boundaries in a previous study.36) An average
experimental value of the grain boundary energies in
aluminum has been reported as 325mJ/m2.43) The lowest
GBE we obtained (Fig. 2) was 44mJ/m2 at the
3ð111Þ½110 twin boundary, while the highest GBE was
503mJ/m2 at the ­5(210)[001] boundary. Thus, the
proportionality relationship between GBE and BFV was
established over a wide range, with the proportionality
constant between them, ¡, defined by
£ ¼ ¡¤: ð4Þ
From the least squares approximation for various grain
boundaries shown in Fig. 2, ¡ was derived as 1.38 © 1010
J/m3 (13.8GPa).
Figure 2 also shows the relationship between BFV and
grain boundary elastic energy in the dummy boundary
obtained from the first-principles calculations. In addition, we
calculated the relationship between BFV and the grain
boundary elastic energy using another supercell consisting
of 16 atoms. The difference between the grain boundary
elastic energies obtained for the supercells consisting of 16
and 12 atoms was within the range of 10mJ/m2, suggesting
that the size of the supercell with 12 atoms that was used for
the dummy boundary calculation was sufficiently large. It can
be seen in Fig. 2 that the grain boundary elastic energy was
close in value to GBE, indicating that GBE resulted mainly
from the elastic energy.
However, the grain boundary elastic energy was higher
than GBE by as much as 30%. This overestimation of the
grain boundary elastic energy would be caused by the
characteristics of electronic bonding at the grain boundary,
which was different from bonding in the bulk. In previous
first-principles studies, it has been reported that the charge
density is decreased significantly at the grain boundary,31­36)
which is consistent with the intuitive notion that the strength
in the grain boundary region is weaker than that in the bulk
region. This would mean that the shear modulus is decreased
locally in the grain boundary region, which in turn caused
decreases in the grain boundary elastic energy. It has been
Fig. 2 Grain boundary energy as a function of grain boundary excess free
volume in aluminum calculated from first principles. The dashed line
indicates the grain boundary elastic energy calculated from first principles
using the dummy boundary. The dotted line indicates the grain boundary
elastic energy calculated in the framework of the classical elasticity
theory.
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observed that the valence electrons of aluminum display
covalent behavior, including charge accumulations or direc-
tional-bond formation at less coordinated atoms, in defective
or distorted configurations of aluminum atoms such as grain
boundaries, surfaces and vacancies.44,45) Wang et al. pre-
viously reported charge accumulations in local regions
formed by less coordinated atoms at the grain boundaries
in aluminum,34) explaining that the covalent nature of
aluminum causes a smaller GBE than that of copper, which
exhibits simple metallic bonding at the grain boundaries.34) It
is unclear whether the propensity for a GBE that is smaller
than the grain boundary elastic energy is a result of the
bonding that is unique to aluminum or whether the tendency
is also observable in other metals. A detailed discussion on
this issue is planned for another study in the near future.
4. Discussions
4.1 Equivalent inclusion theory
The elastic energy associated with BFV can be estimated
in the framework of a classical elasticity theory. The simplest
model of all the approaches to the lattice distortion around
a defect is an equivalent inclusion theory developed by
Eshelby,46,47) in which a hole with volume Vm in the matrix
of a metal is partly filled by a sphere of another metal
inclusion with volume Vi. The crystal lattice is distorted by
the difference in size of the two constituent metals. The
remaining volume, Vm ¹ Vi, can disappear from an elastic









where ¦Vi and ¦Vm are the volume changes of the sphere
and hole because of the internal stress, Bi is the bulk modulus
of the inclusion and Gm is the shear modulus of the matrix.
The pressures are adjusted such that they continue across the
interface between the matrix and inclusion, which lead to a





In the case of the grain boundaries, there is no inclusion
and Vi is equal to zero. The volume of the hole disappears
as a result of the elastic deformation of only the matrix.
This elastic deformation of the matrix is interpreted as the
expanding volume of the matrix. Hence, we can obtain the
relationship Vm/S = ¤, where ¤ is BFV and S is an area of
the grain boundary. The elastic deformation of the matrix
associated with BFV is the source of the elastic energy per
unit area of the grain boundary, which is defined here as the
grain boundary elastic energy, £s and given by £s = ¦Es/S.
From the relationships Vi = 0 and Vm/S = ¤, the grain







Even from the equivalent inclusion theory, it was revealed
that the grain boundary elastic energy was proportional to
BFV, where the proportionality constant depended only on
the shear modulus. Figure 2 also shows the relationship
between the grain boundary elastic energy and BFV as a
dotted line. The grain boundary elastic energy was calculated
using Gm = 26.5GPa, which is the experimental value of the
shear modulus of aluminum.48) The grain boundary elastic
energy was very close in value to the grain boundary elastic
energy obtained by the first-principles calculations.
4.2 Free volume in nanocrystalline aluminum
Different definitions for free volume are used in various
fields of the sciences. Therefore, no universal definition for
free volume that applies to all fields exists. Free volume in
general refers to the volume that is available within an overall
volume of a system after subtracting the volume occupied by
atoms. However, the definition of the volume of an atom
remains vague: it could refer to the volume of an atom
obtained from rigid-body approximations or the molar
volume of the atom. In this paper, the volume per atom of
a crystal that does not include any lattice defects is used as
the volume of the atoms.
The volume change in a crystal can be determined by
an accurate measurement of the density. For example, the
change in the free volume of metallic glass is often
determined by measuring the density.49­51) A considerably
old report in 1957 pointed out that the free volume of
dislocation can be calculated on the basis of the change
in density of SPD copper.52) Recently, Shen et al. reported
a quantitative analysis on nanocrystalline materials with
respect to the calculated changes of free volume based on the
changes in density.25)
Defining the density of a fine-grained material as D and the
density of a material that is made of the same components as
the fine-grained material, but does not contain any lattice
defects, as D0, we can express the relative density D/D0 as







where V is the molar volume of the fine-grained material and
V0 is the molar volume of the material that does not contain
any lattice defects. Although it is not possible to prepare
material that is completely free of lattice defects, the amount
of free volume can be ignored in the case of the annealed
coarse-grained materials described in the following section.
Lattice defects include vacancies, dislocations and grain
boundaries other than impurity atoms. Because these lattice
defects accompany the free volume, once a lattice defect is
introduced in a crystal, the volume of the crystal expands











where ¦VV is the increase in volume because of a vacancy,
¦VD is the increase in volume because of a dislocation and
¦VG is the increase in volume because of a grain boundary.
The Archimedes’ method is a classical method that can be
used for measuring the density of a solid specimen, and it is
still widely used as it is one of the most exact, with an
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accuracy of «0.003 g/cm3 for a bulk specimen.51) Because
the density of aluminum is 2.70 g/cm3, this is equivalent to
an accuracy of «0.1% of the relative density. Furthermore, it
is possible to attain an accuracy of «0.02% for the relative
density of aluminum («0.0005 g/cm3) if a liquid of relatively
low surface tension is used.50) Thus, a significant change in
relative density in our study was considered to be at least
0.02%.
4.2.1 Effects of vacancy
The increase in volume because of a vacancy can be








where +V is the volume per vacancy and +0 is the atomic
volume. Although the experimental value of +V has been
obtained as 0.62+0,53) the result of the first-principles
calculations that we performed was 0.69+0.44) In the study
presented here, the effect of the vacancy was calculated using
+V = 0.69+0.
When the dislocation density is sufficiently low and if the
grain size is coarse, the increase in volume owing to the
dislocation and grain boundary can be ignored. Figure 3
shows the relationship between the vacancy concentration
and the relative density obtained from the calculation for
dislocation-free coarse-grained aluminum. The vacancy-
formation energy in aluminum is 67 kJ/mol;44) thus the
vacancy concentration cV at thermal equilibrium is on the
order of 10¹6 at 500K.54) Because the relative density is more
than 99.999% for a vacancy concentration on the order of
10¹6, the effects of the vacancy at thermal equilibrium can
be ignored. Schafler et al. reported a measured value of
3 © 10¹4 for the vacancy concentration in copper processed
by the equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE) technique.55)
Even if we assume this value for copper as the vacancy
concentration of aluminum, the relative density is 99.98%,
which is hardly significant for the purpose of measurement
accuracy described above.
4.2.2 Effects of dislocation
The increase in volume because of a dislocation can be




¼ µ¢ ¼ µð¢el þ ¢coreÞ ð11Þ
where ¢ is the excess volume per unit length of dislocation
and ¢ is the sum of the excess volume caused by the elastic
strain, ¢el and the excess volume of dislocation core, ¢core.
The elastic strain ¢el can be expressed as follows:57)








where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, which is
0.286 nm for aluminum, and +0 is the atomic volume. The
value of fsc is the fraction of screw dislocations and fed is the
fraction of edge dislocations. Both fsc and fed were considered
to be 0.5 in our study. The values of !sc and !ed are material-
dependent constants, whose calculated values by Seeger and
Haasen for aluminum are !sc = 0.17 and !ed = 0.24;57) r0 is
the core radius of a dislocation, which is approximately 3b; R
is the effective outer radius for dislocation interactions and is
often set to be equal to the grain size. If the grain size is
10 µm, ln(R/r0) = 9.4 is obtained. It is possible to express
¢core with the following equation by using an equivalent
radius:56)








where the equivalent radius reh can be used to find the total
energy of a dislocation using the elastic formulae. Although
the equivalent radius of aluminum is not clear, the values
ln(r0/reh) = 2.5 for the screw dislocation and ln(r0/reh) = 1.6
for the edge dislocation were obtained from the molecular
dynamics simulations of copper.58,59) In our study, an average
value of ln(r0/reh) = 2.0 was used. Because we obtained
¢el = 0.111 nm2 and ¢core = 0.024 nm2, the value of ¢ was
0.135 nm2, which was considered reasonable because it was
close to the experimental value of 0.13 nm2 in copper.52)
The relationship between the dislocation density and the
relative density, obtained from the calculation for coarse-
grained aluminum with a sufficiently low vacancy concen-
tration, is shown in Fig. 4. The dislocation density was at
most on the order of 1012 nm¹2 in annealed aluminum.60)
Therefore, the relative density of annealed aluminum was
at least 99.99999% on the basis of Fig. 4, and the effects of
the dislocation can be completely ignored. The dislocation
density in aluminum prepared by ECAE was at most 3.8 ©
1014 nm¹2,61) and that by accumulative roll bonding (ARB)
was at most 1.3 © 1014 nm¹2.15) Even with such materials
prepared by ECAE and ARB, the relative density was at least
99.995% and thus, the effects of the dislocation could be
ignored. For ball-milled aluminum powder, the dislocation
density has been reported to be 4 © 1015mm¹2, which is
equivalent to 99.95% of the relative density;62) this is a
significant change for the purpose of density measurements.
Furthermore, because a higher dislocation density has been
reported for ball-milled powder of aluminum alloys and
nickel,25,63) the effects of the dislocation cannot be ignored in
nanocrystalline materials prepared by ball milling. However,
when the ball-milled powder is annealed above the
recrystallization temperature to consolidate the powder,
annihilation of statically stored dislocation occurs. Therefore,
Fig. 3 Predicted relationship between the relative density of dislocation-
free coarse-grained aluminum and the concentration of vacancy.
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in the end, the effects of the dislocation can be ignored in
consolidated bulk materials of the powder. The effect of the
dislocation also can be ignored in nanocrystalline materials
prepared using electron-beam deposition, electrodeposition
and crystallization from amorphous powder because the
dislocation density is lower than that prepared using the SPD
method such as ECAE and ARB.
4.2.3 Effects of grain boundary
The increase in volume of a nanocrystalline material
because of grain boundaries can be expressed in the







where SG is the area of the grain boundary per unit volume,
¤ is BFV per unit area of the grain boundaries and kG is a
constant that depends on the shape of the grain and is equal to
3 when the grain is assumed to be a cube.18,25) We used
kG = 3.35, which was obtained from a calculation that
assumes a tetrakaidecahedra and was considered to be more
accurate.64) The BFV, ¤, changed in proportion to GBE
because of the relationship of ¤ = £/¡ shown in eq. (4). The
value of 13.8GPa for the proportionality constant ¡ in
aluminum, which was already been obtained from the first-
principles calculations, as shown earlier, was used.
Figure 5 shows the calculated results for the relationship of
the grain size and the relative density in aluminum where
GBE was assumed to be 150, 300, 600 and 900mJ/m2. The
dislocation density and the vacancy concentration were
assumed to be so small that the free volume of dislocation
and vacancy could be ignored. Figure 5 reveals that the
relative density changed not only with the grain size but also
with GBE. Irrespective of the assumed GBE, as the grain
size reached 200 nm or lower, the relative density decreased
to 99.98% or lower. Therefore, the free volume in the
nanocrystalline and UFG materials with a grain size of
200 nm or less was significantly large for measuring
purposes.
4.2.4 Estimation of GBE











The term derived from the vacancy is so small that it can be
ignored; the term derived from the dislocation is also
negligible except in the cases of ball-milled nanocrystalline
materials. Our search of published reports for density
measurements of nanocrystalline and UFG aluminum showed
that all report results were for the consolidation of ball-milled
powder.65­70) The densities of such consolidated materials
were measured not so much to analyze free volumes but
rather to investigate the existence of pores. In powder
metallurgy, the densities that exclude and include lattice
defects are referred to as the theoretical density (D0) and the
true density (D), respectively, in order to distinguish them
from the apparent density, which is the density that includes
pores. Nanocrystalline aluminum prepared by the consol-
idation of ball-milled powder is reported to have densities
of 99% or less in some cases because the consolidation
temperature and pressure are insufficient.65,67) These low
densities are considered to be the result of pores, rather than
the effects of the lattice defects. On the other hand, higher
densities have been reported for nanocrystalline materials,
which have been consolidated from powders at sufficiently
high temperatures and pressures.69,70) Zhang et al. hot
pressed aluminum nanocrystalline powder, which was
prepared by ball milling, at 1.5GPa and 450°C and reported
that the relative density of the consolidated nanocrystalline
aluminum was 99.9% with a grain size of 37 nm.69) Zhou
et al. also hot pressed ball-milled Al90Pb10 powder at 1.5GPa
and 340°C and reported that the consolidated nanocrystalline
aluminum had a relative density of 99.8% with a grain size
of 27.5 nm.70) Because their consolidation temperatures
exceeded the recrystallization temperature in aluminum, the
effects on the free volume because of dislocation and vacancy
could be ignored. Therefore, the free volume of the grain
boundaries is considered to be the only contributing factor to
the decrease in relative density.
Figure 5 also shows the experimental values of the relative
densities and grain sizes reported by Zhang et al.69) and Zhou
et al.70) The GBE of the nanocrystalline aluminum con-
solidated from ball-milled powder was estimated to be 150 to
300mJ/m2 according to Fig. 5, which was either equal to or
smaller than the reported average GBE of 325mJ/m2 for the
coarse-grained materials of aluminum.43) In the non-equi-
librium grain boundary, the excess energy is added to GBE
Fig. 5 Predicted relationship between the relative density of vacancy-free
and dislocation-free aluminum and the grain size. The experimentally
measured relative densities are also shown.69,70)
Fig. 4 Predicted relationship between the relative density of vacancy-free
coarse-grained aluminum and the dislocation density.
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because the extrinsic dislocation is included. The calculation
by Nazarov et al. indicated that the excess GBE of aluminum
because of the extrinsic dislocation was 620mJ/m2,71) while
another calculation performed by Valiev et al. reportedly
yielded 350mJ/m2.23) The GBE of the non-equilibrium grain
boundary in aluminum would therefore be 600­900mJ/m2.
As far as one can see in Fig. 5, the non-equilibrium grain
boundary is not included in the consolidated materials of the
ball-milled powder. The extrinsic dislocation of the grain
boundary is most likely annihilated similar to the annihilation
of the statically stored dislocation during consolidation at
high temperatures.
In this work, GBE was estimated only for nanocrystalline
aluminum that was consolidated from ball-milled powder
because reports on density measurements of nanocrystalline
materials are limited. The results of our analysis indicated
that the value of GBE in nanocrystalline aluminum was
comparable to or less than that in coarse-grained aluminum.
There is, however, a possibility that the result may be
different in the case of nanocrystalline and UFG materials
prepared by another method such as SPD. If accurate
measurements of density are performed on nanocrystalline
and UFG materials processed by ECAE, it may be possible to
prove the existence of the non-equilibrium grain boundary.23)
If the density of nanocrystalline materials prepared using
electron-beam deposition or electrodeposition is investigated,
it may be possible to analyze the proportion of the twin
boundary or the low-angle grain boundary, which is often
observed in such nanocrystalline materials.19­21)
There have not been a sufficient number of accurate
measurements on the density of nanocrystalline materials
and UFG materials because the benefits of such measure-
ments have not been clarified. This paper has presented a
method for estimating the GBE of nanocrystalline materials
on the basis of density measurements. It is hoped that density
measurements can also be used effectively for other studies
of nanocrystalline materials in the future. The most
important material factor in the method we used is the
proportionality constant, ¡, between GBE and BFV. We have
succeeded in analyzing ¡ in aluminum from the first-
principles calculations. In the near future, we will report our
studies on ¡ for other metals such as nickel or copper in
another paper.
5. Conclusions
(1) GBE increased linearly as BFV increased. The value of
the proportionality constant between GBE and BFV,
¡, was 13.8GPa from the first-principles calculations
in aluminum.
(2) The grain boundary elastic energies, which were
calculated on the basis of first principles using a
dummy boundary as well as the classical elasticity
theory, were close to GBE. This agreement between the
grain boundary elastic energy and GBE indicates that
GBE results mainly from the elastic energy.
(3) The effect of vacancy on the free volume was so small
that it could be ignored; the effect of dislocation on the
free volume was negligible except in the cases of
nanocrystalline materials prepared by ball milling. The
free volume in the nanocrystalline and UFG materials
with a grain size of 200 nm or lower was significantly
large for the purpose of measurements.
(4) We proposed a method for estimating GBE using the
density of nanocrystalline and UFG materials with the
proportionality constant, ¡.
(5) The GBE of nanocrystalline aluminum fabricated by
ball milling and subsequent consolidation was esti-
mated. The calculated GBE in the nanocrystalline
aluminum was comparable to or lesser than that in
coarse-grained aluminum.
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